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1 ordinary differential equations.
An ordinary differential equation of order n can be written in the form

dxn

dtn
= S

[
t, x(t),

dx

dt
, · · · ,

dxn−1

dtn−1

]
A solution of a given differential equation is a function x(t) which satisfies
the above relation for any “time” (t) . If S is a linear functional of x and its
derivatives, the differential equation is called linear, regardless of the partic-
ular dependence on t, which can be both linear or nonlinear. Typically, the
general solution of a linear differential equation can be built as a linear su-
perposition of certain “base” functions for some coefficients. Such constant
coefficients completely determine the solution of linear equations. For the
non–linear case, the situation is more complicated. A solution can be still
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2 a toy model: the harmonic oscillator 2

constructed as a linear superposition, however, it might happen that other
solutions not expressible in terms of such superposition exist. I omit here
a discussion of such fundamental properties. The reader might be inter-
ested in the books by Bender and Orszag [2013]; Dettman [1986]; Grimshaw
[1991]; Lynch [2007]; Spiegel [1991].

2 a toy model: the harmonic oscillator

Figure 1: Sketch of the simple oscillator.

The harmonic oscillator [Walker et al., 2008] is defined by the second order
equation

mẍ(t) = −k(x− x0) (1)

Introducing the variable transformation

τ = tω z =
x− x0
x0

ω2 =
k

m

the above equation transforms in the following nondimensional form

z̈(τ) = −z (2)

The solution to the above equation is any function whose second deriva-
tive reproduces itself up to a negative unitary constant. There are only two
functions with this characteristic: sin (τ) and cos (τ). The equation is linear,
of the second order and with constant coefficients, thus we can construct
the general solution as the superposition [Spiegel, 1991]

z(τ) = C1 sin (τ) +C2 cos (τ)

or, equivalently, as
z(τ) = C sin (τ+φ)

The constants C and φ are two integration constants which can be deter-
mined using the initial conditions. For example, the problem

z̈ = −z

ż(0) = V

z(0) = 0

is solved by the solution
z(τ) = V sin (τ)
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or, coming back to the original vairiables:

x(t) = X sin

(√
k

m
t

)
+ x0

with X = V x0.
It is easy to check that the quantity

E(τ) =
ż2

2
+
z2

2
(3)

is constant along the solutions of the differential equation (2). Indeed, given
z(τ) = C sin (τ+φ) we have ż(τ) = C cos (τ+φ) and thus

E(τ) =
C2

2

The quantity in Eq. (3) is called first integral of the motion. A first integral
of the motion is essentially a constant quantity I along the solution of a given
differential equation, i. e. a quantity that for any couple of time instants, t
and t0 with t 6= t0, satisfies I(x(t), t) = I(x(t0), t0) = constant. In general,
finding first integrals of the motion is not easy and it is not even granted that
they exist. When it is possible to identify a fist integral of the motion, they
may be conveniently used to check the stability of a numerical integration
algorithm, as discussed in Sec. 3.1.

3 numerical integration of ordinary dif-
ferential equation.

In this section we describe the most common methods to get the numeri-
cal solution of a differential equation. We focus on second order equations,
which represent the prototype of the Newton’s law. Despite the particular
choice, most of the methods discussed here cover a broad range of possible
applications. The reader might want to refer to the literature for a deeper
treatment [Barone et al., 2013; Shampine, 1994].

The idea behind the numerical solution of a differential equation is based
on the Taylor expansion of a given function. For example, let us consider
the problem

d2x

dt2
= a(x, t) (4)

Defining v(x, t) = ẋ, we may write the Taylor expansion of x(t+∆t) around
x(t) as

x(t+∆t) = x(t) + v(x, t)∆t+
1

2
a(x, t)∆t2 +O(∆t3)

and, at the same way

v(t+∆t) = v(t) + a(x, t)∆t+O(∆t2)

The last two equations defines the basic expansion under every integration
algorithm. To any algorithm is associated a discretization of the indepen-
dent variable, the “time” t, in such a way that we have t ≡ tn = n∆t,
(n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) and x(t) = xn, v(t) = vn and a(t) = an, that is, the values
of the functions x, v and a, respectively, at the n–th time step.
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3.1 Euler & Euler–Cromer Algorithms.

Th Euler algorithm is a first order algorithm, that is the error committed
in any evaluation is of the order of O(∆t2). In particular, by using the Taylor
expansion, such algorithm is simply defined by{

vn+1 = vn + an∆t

xn+1 = xn + vn∆t
(5)

with v0 = v∗ and x0 = x∗, the assigned initial conditions.
A small variation on the Euler method allows us to the define the Euler–

Cromer method, given by the rules{
vn+1 = vn + an∆t

xn+1 = xn + vn+1∆t
(6)

We take advantage of this section to introduce also the concept of stability.
A numerical procedure is called stable if the numerical error introduced

by the approximation of the derivatives with the Taylor expansion does not
grow with the number of steps. Stability analysis can be worked out an-
alytically, however, we do not discuss here such complicated analysis, see,
for example the book by Barone et al. [2013]. To check if an integration
algorithm is stable without using sophisticated methods borrowed from nu-
merical (and/or functional) analysis, it is a common practice to look at first
integrals of the motion, if any, and if it is possible to identify at least one
of such integrals easily (see Sec 2 for an example applied to the harmonic
oscillator).

In fig. 2 we report the results of the numerical integration of Eq. (2) ac-
cording to the Euler (Eq. (5)) and Euler–Cromer (Eq. (6)) algorithms. In
particular we check if the E(τ)/E0 is constantly equal to one, as predicted
by the constancy of the first integral in Eq. (3). Moreover, we check that the
phase–space curve (z(τ), ż(τ)) is consistent with an ellipse, as it should be
(see Sec. (2)) Despite the fact that the Euler–Cromer method already offers a
reasonable stability, we also report in the next sections other two integration
methods, which might be used to integrate differential equations or sys-
tems of ordinary differential equations. Such methods are typically stable
and broadly used in computational works.

As a final remark, let us observe that the methods discussed in this sec-
tion are really easy to implement, even if not always stable. They are both
called explicit methods because the solution at time step n can be obtained
by considering only quantities explicitly evaluated at time step n− 1. An
implicit method is generally expressed in the form{

vn+1 = fv(vn+1, xn, vn, t)
xn+1 = fx(vn+1, xn, vn, t)

(7)

where fv and fx are two known functions. In order to find the the solution
at n+ 1, we need to solve a non linear system of algebraic equations, which
thus make explicit methods much more complicated to implement. We do
not discuss here such methods, the interested reader may refer to the lecture
notes by Olsen–Kettle [2011].
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Figure 2: (a) The ratio E(τ)/E0 obtained by integrating Eq. (2) with the Euler method
in Eq. (5); it is well evident that E(τ)/E0, which should be constantly equal
to 1 (blue–dashed line) is growing in time, contrary to the theoretical pre-
diction in E. (3), thus suggesting that the Euler algorithm is unstable, even
for the relatively easy case of the harmonic oscillator. (b) The phase space
of the harmonic oscillator obtained with the Euler algorithm. Theoreti-
cally we should obtain an ellipse, however, we clearly see that this is not
the case. Because of the instability, the error accumulates and both po-
sition (z(τ)) and velocity (ż(τ)) diverge with time.(c) E(τ)/E0 and (d) the
phase space plots for the harmonic oscillator numerically integrated with
the Euler–Cromer algorithm in Eq. (6). We see that now the situation is
much more better. Even if E(τ)/E0 is not exactly constant and equal to 1,
as it should be, we observe that the change happens on the third decimal
digit. We could definitively say that the Euler–Cromer algorithm is able to

reasonable fit the bill in this case ;-)
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Figure 3: (a) Stability of the Velocity–Verlet and Runge–Kutta method and (b) nu-
merical solution of the harmonic oscillator.

3.2 The Verlet algorithm.

The Velocity–Verlet method for second order differential equations is de-
fined by the rules {

xn+1 = xn + vn∆t+
1
2an∆t

2

vn+1 = vn +
an+1+an

2 ∆t
(8)

3.3 Runge–Kutta methods (Second Order).

The explicit Runge–Kutta method for second order differential equations
takes on the form

x+ = vn∆t v+ = an∆t{
xn+1 = xn +

(
vn + 1

2v
+
)
∆t

vn+1 = vn + a
(
xn + 1

2x
+, vn + 1

2v
+
)
∆t

(9)

4 implementation in fortran.

Listing 1: Source code for the numerical integration of the one dimensional harmonic
oscillator

1 !********************************************************************
2 ! This example integrates a simple ordinary differential equation

3 ! (the harmonic oscillator in one dimension)

4 ! using 4 different algorithms:

5 ! 1) Euler Algorithm

6 ! 2) Euler - Cromer Algorithm

7 ! 3) Velocity - Verlet Algorithm

8 ! 4) Runge - Kutta Algorithm

9 ! More information about the algorithms can be found in

10 ! 1) "L.M.Barone, E.Marinari, G.Organtini & F.Ricci-Tersenghi,

11 ! SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING, World Scientific (2013)" (Cap. 10,

12 ! language used: C)

13 ! 2) "Tao Pang, AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTATIONL PHYSICS, Cambridge

14 ! Uneversity press (2006)" (Cap. 4, language used = Java)

15 ! 3) Wikipedia:
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16 ! https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Runge%E2%80%93Kutta_methods

17 ! 4) My website:

18 ! https://www.giuseppeforte.me

19 !********************************************************************
20

21 !********************************************************************
22 ! Author: Giuseppe Forte

23 ! First release: 23/11/2017

24 ! e-mail: giuseppe.forte@giuseppeforte.me

25 ! Website: https://www.giuseppeforte.me

26 ! License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0

27 ! International (CC BY-SA 4.0)

28 ! (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/)

29 !********************************************************************
30 module Parameters

31 implicit none

32 save

33 integer Steps

34 parameter(Steps = 10000)

35 real*8 dtau, ts, dts, TwoPi

36 parameter(TwoPi = 8.0d0*atan(1.0d0))

37 parameter(dtau = 0.00005d0*(10.0d0*TwoPi))

38 parameter(dts = 10.0d0*dtau)

39

40 end module Parameters

41

42 module myfunandsubs ! module of external procedures

43 use Parameters

44 contains

45 !********************************************************************
46 ! define the harmonic force

47 function field(x)

48 implicit none

49 real*8 x

50 real*8 field

51 field = - x

52 return

53 end function field

54 !********************************************************************
55

56 !********************************************************************
57 ! INTEGRATE THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION WITH THE EULER ALGORITHM

58 subroutine Integrate_EUler(x,v)

59 implicit none

60 real*8, intent(inout):: x,v

61 real*8 an

62

63

64 an = field(x)

65

66 x = x + dtau*v

67 v = v + dtau*an

68

69 return

70 end subroutine Integrate_EUler

71 !********************************************************************
72

73

74 !********************************************************************
75 ! INTEGRATE THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION WITH THE EULER-CROMER ALGORITHM

76 subroutine Integrate_EUlerCromer(x,v)

77 implicit none

78 real*8, intent(inout):: x,v

79 real*8 an

80

81 an = field(x)

82 v = v + dtau*an
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83 x = x + dtau*v

84

85 return

86 end subroutine Integrate_EUlerCromer

87 !********************************************************************
88

89

90 !********************************************************************
91 ! INTEGRATE THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION WITH THE Runge-Kutta ALGORITHM

92 subroutine Integrate_RK(x,v)

93 implicit none

94 real*8, intent(inout):: x,v

95 real*8 k1, l1, k2, l2

96

97

98

99 k1 = dtau*field(x)

100 l1 = v*dtau

101 k2 = field(x+0.5d0*l1)*dtau

102 l2 = dtau*(v+k1*0.5d0)

103 x = x + l2

104 v = v + k2

105

106 return

107 end subroutine Integrate_RK

108 !********************************************************************
109

110

111 !********************************************************************
112 ! INTEGRATE THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION WITH THE VERLET ALGORITHM

113 subroutine Integrate_Verlet(x,v)

114 implicit none

115 real*8, intent(inout):: x,v

116 real*8 phi0

117

118 phi0 = field(x)

119

120 x = x + v * dtau + 0.5d0 * phi0 * dtau * dtau

121 v = v + 0.5d0 * (phi0+field(x)) * dtau

122 return

123 end subroutine Integrate_Verlet

124 !********************************************************************
125

126

127

128 !********************************************************************
129 function energy(x,v)

130 implicit none

131 real*8 x, v

132 real*8 energy

133 energy = 0.5d0 * (v * v + x * x)

134 return

135 end function energy

136 !********************************************************************
137

138 end module myfunandsubs

139

140 program ode

141 use Parameters

142 use myfunandsubs

143 implicit none

144 real*8 x,v, time !x = position

145 !v = velocity

146 !time = time variable

147 real*8 E0 !E0 = initial energy

148 integer i !dummy variable (for cycles)

149
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150 call random_number(x) !initial condition for position

151 call random_number(v) !initial condition for velocity

152 E0 = energy(x,v)

153 !********************************************************************
154 ! OPEN THE OUTPUT FILES

155 ! 1) Position.dat = two columns: time, position

156 ! 2) Velocity.dat = two columns: time, velocity

157 ! 3) PhaseSpace.dat = two columns: position, velocity

158 ! 4) Energy.dat = two columns: time, energy

159 open(unit=24,file="Position.dat",status="unknown")

160 open(unit=25,file="Velocity.dat",status="unknown")

161 open(unit=26,file="PhaseSpace.dat",status="unknown")

162 open(unit=27,file="Energy.dat",status="unknown")

163

164 time = 0.0d0

165 ts = dts ! sample the trajectory every dts time steps

166 ! with dts > dtau

167

168 do 100 i=1,Steps !integrate the equations

169 !call Integrate_EUler(x,v)

170 call Integrate_RK(x,v)

171 !call Integrate_EUlerCromer(x,v)

172 !call Integrate_Verlet(x,v)

173 time = time+dtau

174 if(time.ge.ts)then

175 write(24,*)real(time), real(x)

176 write(25,*)real(time), real(v)

177 write(26,*)real(x), real(v)

178 write(27,*)real(time), real(energy(x,v)/E0)

179 ts = ts + dts

180 end if

181 100 end do

182 close(24)

183 close(25)

184 close(26)

185 close(27)

186 ! and now .... look at the output ;-)

187 end program ode
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